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ABSTRACT 

D
>^otechnlc ignition has been studied in the past by making a limited 

number cf discrete temperature-time observations during ignition. Present-

day i'r--~ared scanning techniques make it possible to record thermal 
profiles, during ignition, with high spacial and temporal resolution. Data 
thus cotained car be used with existing theory to characterize pyrotechnic 
materials and to develop more precise kinetic models of the ignition 
proces

c
. 

Ign-fion has been studied theoretically and experimentally using 
various thermal methods. It has been shown that the whole process car), 
iderl\ , De div'ced into two stages. In the first stage, the sample pellet 
behave: like en inert body heated by an external heat source.% The second 
stage -s governed by the chemical reaction in the heated volume produced 
during the first stage. High speed thermographic recording of the 
^C'

3
""" ^e aist-": J V O - in th° "est sample during ^a^e- ̂ nifcion raKes it 

possioie to calcuid'.e the heat content at any instant. Thus, one can 
actual■> observe lase*- heating and the onset of self-sustained combustion 
In t^e oellet. 

The experimental apparatus used to make these observations is 
describe. The temperature distributions recorded are shown to be in good 
agreenent with those predicted by heat transfer theory. Heat content 
values calculated froii the observed temperature distributions are used to 
calculate thermal and kinetic parameters for several samples. These values 
are fou~d to be in reasonable agreement with theory. 

"Mound ^s operated by Monsanto Research Corporation for the U., S. Department 
of Zr^^j under Contract No. DE-AC04-76DP00053. 
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T'e ignitability of thermite and other heat powder products Is an 
ext>"rt'v important performance parameter. Simple measurement of the 
stimulus level required for a single sample configuration and set of firing 
cond

1
'!" ins does not supply enough information to confidently predict how 

well t^e same material will ignite under different conditions. Previous 
studies of hot wire ignition of thermites [1] outlined a procedure for 
measu"~g minimum ignition energy, excluding all losses due to thermal 
conduction. This approach, while useful as a characterization . tool, 
provices no information about heat flow away from the heat source nor about 
temperature distribution at ignition. This kind of information is required 
to properly characterize a material with respect to Ignitability and to 
model the ignition process. The purpose of the current study is to develop 
the techniques required to record the temperature profile in a sample 
throughout ignition and to use these data to develop a useful model of the 
ignition process. 

v'-i have chosen to study ignition using a laser heat source and using 
infrarec thermography to monitor the sample temperature during ignition. 
Video znermography records a complete infrared image every 30 ms in its 
standard mode, but an optional mode can be used which scans a single line 
every 125 vs. Assuming that the laser beam used to ignite the sample is 
focused at the sample surface and that the sample pellet isvhomogeneous, 
the tenoeratu>"e distribution will be hemispherically symmetrical, and a 
single dimension is sufficient to record heat flow in the sample. The 
total heat content of the pellet can be calculated from the observed 
' e ^ e T V " distribution  ""(r), using: 

R 
Q = 2pC / T(r)r

2
dr (1) 

P 0 

where o is density and C is heat capacity, r is the radial distance and R 
is the sample radius. Heat flow theory predicts that temperature distribu
tion at time = t produced by a point heat source will be 

T(r,t) = Tn + q/4Kr erfc [r/2 Vat] (2) 



wbe^e ~ T f e initial temperature, q is tne heat irtut in cal/s, K is 
the>~~c~ conductivity in cal/cm deg s, a is thermal diffuslvity in cm/s, and 
e
r
~c

 {>] is the conjugate error formation of x. If one considers the laser 
to ^ 2 reat source with heat flux, q, the surface temperature history at 
the center of a spot r < a (heated spot size is ira2} will be given by: 

7(0,0,t) = T0  2qVat/K [1/YT  lerfc (a/2VaF)] (3) 

whe^e lerfc (x^ is the integral of the conjugate error function of x 
(Iefc (x) = /[Ierf (x)dxj). When a/2Vat is large or t is small, lerfc 
[a/2 vat] ^ 0 and the temperature at the center of the beam spot can be 
approx'rated by the following equation, using x = K/pC . 

ATmax = (2q/P CpVTf) VT]T (4) 

The thermal diffusivity, a, can be calculated from this relationship if q, 
P, â d C are known. This relationship can be applied to a reactive sample 
only d'̂ î g the preheating phase of the ignition process, since the sample 
behave like an inert material during this phase. 

EX
D
ERIME;rAL 

~ schematic diagram of the measurement system is shown in Figure 1. 
The ignition beam from tne 60 W, CO laser is focused by a 50cm focal 
length. ZnSe lens and reflected onto a face of the cylindrical sample. A 
Her,e laser is used to align system components and to locate the sample. A 
b'c  "'t4:" ^H^<+;< a nation o^ the C0o "'̂ se" bea^ to a dQtecto^ to 
~^r ' „ ■" rean po^e". 

In order to avoid problems associated with unstable mode structure in 
the A \ laser beam, the IR scanner was located to view the edge of the 
sample. A 20degree wedge is cut from the sample to permit observation of 
the serple center, adjacent to the focal point of the laser beam. In this 
way thermal flow along the axis of the test part Is recorded. The recorded 
infrared intensity is digitized and converted to temperature. A gaussian 
function can be used to fit the experimentally observed temperature distri
bution, T(r), with excellent precision. A symmetrical distribution is 
generated by mathematical reflection of the singlesided data recorded from 
the pellet edge view. An iterative, nonlinear regression analysis is used 
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FIGURE 1 - Laser ignition system. 

to find the best parameters for the gaussian function. The temperature 
data shewn for three time segments in Figure 2 are typical of temperature 
distributions recorded and the precision achieved in fitting the gaussian 
function. 
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FIGURE 2 - Temperature distributions measured by thermo
graphic scans at &l ms, 75 ms, and 88 ms in test No. .167. 
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7re fitted function becomes T(r) in eauation (1) fcr calculation of 
tot = l r,?at, Q. The validity of the overall measurement and calculation 
prceec'ure is illustrated by the data shown in Figures 3 and 4 for inert 
MACC-x samples. The laser beam power measured prior to these measurements 
W£ S 
The 

an rl -h e absorptivity observed for MACOR at 10,6 microns is 0.6. 
:ed heating rate should therefore be less than 4.8 W. The 
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FiGURE 3 - Thermal rise in inert, laser-heated MACOR 
samples; laser power 8 W. 
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FIGURE 4 - Thermal rise in inert, laser-heated MACOR 
samples; laser power 8 W. 



cpser.et neatng rates cf 2.45 and 3.C7 W â e reasonaole since otner system 
and s„ple losses can account for the difference. 

Apples were prepared by hotpressing stoichiometric Fe„0,/AI into 
cy

1 iic•"ca 1 pellets, 1,9 cm diameter by 1.0 en long, with a density of 
2.0 c cr:. Bean powers of 6, 8, and 10 W were used for ignition. 

RESJL" AND DISCUSSION 
T̂ e results of two runs which typify two different cases are plotted 

in ~'cres 5 and 6 as a AT and Q, the integrated total heat, as a 
max

 a 

function of time. Run No. 167 represents the case where the surface is 
passuated by brief exposure to a subthreshold laser pulse, while a fresh 
surface was Ignited in run No. 170, The curves that fit the data points in 
both Figures 5 and 6 are numerically generated in such a way that they 
sha

v
~e the same chemicalkinetic and thermal constants, such as E, the 

activation energy, and a, the thermal diffusivity of the thermite samples. 
The existence of two distinct regions can be seen during ignition in the 
temperature plots: a preheating region and a reaction delay region. 
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" G U R L 5  Maximum temperature and total heat rise observed 
Ci> mg la^er ignition of Fe„0»/Al, run No. 167, 6W laser power. 
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-.CORL 6 - Maximum temperature and total heat rise observed 
dirirg laser ignition of Fe^O^/Al, run No. 170, 8-W laser power. 

heat-'r-
vers..: 
woi^e 

tne prereating region, the temperature history is correlated to the 
»-ate c by equation (4). In this same region, the slope of the Q 
; cu^ve is proportional to q. In run No. 167 the 6 W laser power 
? expected to produce a maximum heating rate cf 4.2 W since the 

sarrp~- -tsorptivity was found to be 0.7. A heating rate of 4.2 joules/s, 
or " ea"orie/s, matches the apparent energy input rate in the preheating 
reg-°r. This suggests that only enough reaction energy to compensate for 
cycr - n d s a ^ n 1 - I O ^ ^ S "s b e i n q produced in the o^ofic-34"i"q -°g or <un 

" a " d s-,,vs an uDDarent e n e r g y input rate o f 
6.6 ca"\s, or 27.7 jou'es/s, which corresponds to about five times the 
piaxir.r neatmg ^le achievable by an 8-W beam. It is evident that this 
excess heating rate results from surface reaction induced by direct 
imp-' jf-r^ni on the laser beam. 

Estimating a heated ^pct radius of 1 mm for the mere ideally behaved 
run f>c. 157, an apparent energy flux, q, can be calculated. Using equation 
(4), the relative q value for run No. 170 can also be obtained. The 
result a "e surnarized in the following table: 



Apparent Energy 
Laser Power Input Rate Apparent Energy 

p
un No. (W) (cal/s) Input flux, q 

167 6 1.0 32.0 
.170 8 6.6 51.0 

These data allow us to extract two more pieces of information from the 
preheating portion of the ignition record. First, the apparent thermal 

_2 
diftusivity of the test samples is 2.0*10 cm

2
/s. Second, the apparent 

heated spot size is approximately twice as large for the unpassivated 
sample surface tested in run No. 170 as that in run No. 167. This is 
consistent with the hypothesis that the difference between these runs 
results from flash surface reaction in run No. 170. 

In the reaction delay region, the increasing slope of the Q as a 
function of t curve is a function of temperature according to the Arrhenius 
equaf'en: 

dO/dt = Z e~E/RT (5) 

where T = T ■*• 298 K. We assume that the reaction Is zero order in the 
max 

reaction delay region. Figure 7 shows a log plot of data points calculated 
by differentiating the fitted (Q as a function of t) curves in Figures 5 
and 6 as a function of 1/T. The activation energy taken from the slope of 
this plot is 56 Kcal/mole. 

Theory discussed by Merzhanov and Averson [2] indicates that ignition 
time should be related to energy flux in the following way: 

n 
t. ■=" q 

with r less than 2.0. The following table summarizes the dependency of the 
total ignition delay time, t, on the apparent heat flux, q, for four igni
tion tests. 

Laser Power Apparent Heat Flux 
(W) (cal/cm s) 

6 32 
8 51 
10 56 
10 99 

*i n ' 1 0 " 
g (s ) 

142 
64 
43 
33 

-3 
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FIbjRE 7 - Arrnenius plot of data taken from the temperature 
c ic heat curves shown in Figures 3 and £ for run No. 167 and 
f,o. 170. 



A l e . - l c g plct cf these data , shewn in Figure 8, indicates an ir value of 
1.4C. 
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FIGURE 8 - Thermal flux - ignition time 
correlation. 

Data taken for MACOR samples demonstrate the feasibility of extracting 
the1—;?"! diffusivity values from laser heating data for inert samples and 
react-ve samples in the preheating region. The a value for MACOR is 
derived from a straight line fit of a plot of T/[2q/pC y7] as a function of 
\c, -<—.n > pi C i- u g_ n̂rj i s found "̂ o be 6. ° -10 ", wivch co'T,par°s favora-
.,. „ tu :-e PLO ,v^<- <i. io cf t.Q-10'' ac i5Q^. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Previous studies of pyrotechnic ignition have divided the ignition 

process into two stages [3-8], with the sample behaving essentially like an 
inert body during the early preheating stage, then reacting during the 
second stage 4n the heated volume produced by the preheating. A thermal 
discontinuity is caused at the surface of a laser ignited sample because of 
the n g h power density provided by a focused laser beam. This produces 
instantaneous, localized reaction at the point of beam impingement that is 
insu-T-cient (at least in the case of thermites) to cause sustained 

tig = Acf-
m ^ 1.4 

J L 

\ 
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FIGURE 9 - thermal diffusivity of MACOR derived from 
observed temperature and thermal flux data. 

react-'cn. This limited surface reaction does, however, contribute signifi
cantly to the preheating stage of the ignition process. By using the 
apparent thermal flux observed in the preheating stage, we have been able 
to use classical ignition theory to analyze our data. 

Run No. 167, in which a sample having a passivated surface was tested, 
was used mainly to Illustrate the effect of surface reaction. However, it 
also suggests a possible technique for studying laser ignition by producing 
a small, inert, prereacted zone on the sample surface prior to ignition. 



7r"'s work repv,ei.ents a beginning rather than a conclusion to our study 
of ry—technic ignition. A great deal needs to be improved to give better 
lase-- beam control, better thermographic standardization, and better data 
handling procedures, but we believe these results demonstrate the potential 
of our methods for studying the pyrotechnic ignition process. 
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